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The Music Of ‘Kulpi’ Launched

 

Kolkata, 18
th
 April, 2022: BD Film Productions, today, released the music of their maiden

venture ‘Kulpi’ at the Lake Mall. The lead starcast including Paayel Sarkar, debutante Protyay

Ghosh, Sabitri Chatterjee, Chumki Chowdhuri, Rajatava Dutta & Biswanath Basu were present for

the occasion and shared their experiences of working in this movie, directed by Barshali Chatterjee. The

grand musical evening was further kindled by live performances from the singers & composers Shovon

Ganguly & Supratip Bhtattacharya. Shree Pritam, the other music director of the movie was also

present.

 

‘Kulpi’s music is full of impressive renderings. The title track, ‘Kulpi’ and its sad version, both performed

live on the stage by the singer-composer Supratip Bhattacharya. Renowned singer Shovon

Ganguly has performed the song ‘Ami Ki Kore Bolbo’ and the song ‘Ululu’ has been brilliantly

performed jointly by music composer Shree Pritam and Barsha Sengupta on stage. The song ‘Ululu’ is

actually sung by the legend Kumar Sanu in the movie. Another ace composer Debojyoti

Mishra composes a special background score for the movie.

 

“The songs of ‘Kulpi’ are both peppy and soulful which synchronises well with the theme of the movie.

We are very happy with the audience reactions to the songs which were performed Live today”,

said Ms Barshali Chatterjee, the Director of ‘Kulpi’.  

 

The movie is centred on the story of Kuldip Roy Chowdhury, nicknamed as ‘Kulpi’ owing to his tiny

size. While depicting the struggles of Kulpi, gradually the film highlights a beautiful father - son bond

with veteran actor Rajatabha Dutta who will be seen as Kulpi’s father, Kalipdada. Kankona, portrayed

by Payel Sarkar, is Kulpi’s love interest. The antagonist Hilton Braganza which is played by Biswanath

Basu attempts to subjugate Kulpi and force him into an established order of existence deemed fit for

‘Dwarfs’. Kulpi’s journey to win over these impediments forms the crux of the story.

 

‘Kulpi’ is produced by Bidyut Das of BD Film Productions. The credit for the cinematography goes

to Ratnajit Roy, Vicky & Anuj and the editor is  Prabir Giri. Barshali Chatterjee herself has penned the

story and script of ‘Kulpi’.
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